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Doon LOCK. l 

Application filed October 21„192'5.' Serial~N0. 63,937. 

The object> of this invention is to provide 
a novel lock which' will operate without 
springs, and a locksmith, working within 
the scope of what is claimed, can make 
Vchanges in the vprecise structure shown, 
without departing from the spirit of the 
invention. . . 

Figure 1 is an elevation wherein the bolt 
is shown retracted-g Figure 2 is an elevation 
wherein the bolt is shown advanced; Figure 
3 >is a longitudinal section, the bolt being 
retracted; Figure 4 is a section on the line 
4~4 of >Figure 3; Figure 5 is a sectional de« 
tail which shows certain parts as they will 
appearV when the bolt has been shot; Figure 
6 is a section on the line 6-6 ot Figure 1; 
Figure 7 is a section on the line 7-7 ot 
Figure 2; Figure 8 is a. plan of the barrel; 
Figure 9 is an elevation ot the barrel. 

The lock includes a casing 1. There is keyhole slot 41 (Figure 7 ) in the casing 1. 

At one end, the casing 1 has an opening 2 
The casing 1 is provided with a transverse 
internal guide 3. A bolt 4 slides in the 
opening 2 and in the guide 3. The bolt 4 
has a circular opening There are seats 
6 in the upper edge of the bolt 4. A link 7 
extends along one side of the bolt 4. The 
guide 3 is cut-away, as at 8, to receive the 
link. The link 7 is pivoted at 9 to the bolt 
4 to swing parallel to the'bolt. The bolt 4 
‘has right-line sliding movement in the open 
ing 2 and in the guide 3. At its inner1 end, 
the link 7 is supplied with a circular open 
ing 10. There is a seat 11 inthe lower edge 
of the bolt 4 below the inner end of the 
link 7. - , 

A keeper block 12, of considerable weight, 
slides between the bolt 4 and one side wall 
of the casing 1 in a direction at right an 
gles to the direction in which the bolt 4 
slides. The keeper 12 is constrained to a 
right-line movement, because it has elon 
gated slots 14 receiving pins 15 on the ing 1.l Inwardly extended projections 16 
on the keeper12 overhang the bolt 4. When 
the bolt is shot, the projections 16 are re 
ceived in the seats 6 of' the bolt. A circular 
opening 17 extends part~way through the 
keeper 12. A thinned ward 18 projects 
from the keeper 12 into the opening 17. 
The numeral 2() marks a latch mounted to 

swing ‘parallel to the keeper 12. One end 
of the latch 2O is pivoted at 22 to the lower 
end of the keeper 12. Near its opposite end, 
the latch 2O has an upstanding finger 21. 

-The finger 21 is adapted to be received in 
Ethe seat 1i of the bolt 4, when the bolt is 
advanced. The latch 20 tilts on a fulcrumV 
.piece 23 carried by the bottom of the cas 
ing' l. ’ z 
The lock includes a barrel 24 detailed in 

Figures 8 and 9. The barrel 24 is provided 
Vwith a longitudinal keyhole slot 25. The 
barrel 24 has concentric circular ends 26. 
.Theends 26 of the barrel 24 are journaled Y 

A first ' in the side walls of the casing 1; 
eccentric 27 on the barrel 24 is received in 
the opening 10 of the link 7. The barrel 24 
is supplied with a second eccentric 28. f This 
eccentric operates in the opening 17 ofthe 
keeper 12. There is a cross groove` 29 in 
the barrel 24'. The cross groove 29 receives 
the ward 18 on the keeper. 12 when the bar 
rel 24 is' rotated. ‘ ' 
The numeral 30 marks a Ykey having a' 

notch 31, a stop shoulder` 32, and a beveled 
end 33. . 

lÑhen the bolt 4 is retracted, as in Figure 
1, the keeper 12 is supported in raised posi 
tion by the second eccentric 28 on the barrel 
24. The projections 16 are out oit engage 
ment with the seats 6 of the bolt 4. The 
latch 21 is in the position of Figure 1, tilted 
Vdownwardly toward its free end on the ful 
crum piece 23,'with the finger 21 of the 
latch out of engagement with the seat_11in 
the bolt 4. The key 30 is inserted into the 
slot 41 of the casing 1 and into the slot 25 
of the barrel 24. The barrel 24 is rotated, 
and as it is rotated, the eccentric 27 on the 
barrel, cooperating with the link 7 , advances 
the bolt 4. lÑhen the barrel 24 isrotated, 
the second eccentric 28 on the barrel moves 
around to the lower part of the opening 17 
>in the keeper 12. This permits the keeper 
12 to move downwardly, and the projections 
V16 are received in the seat 6 of the bolt 4. 
ÁWhen the keeper 12 moves downwardly,the 
latch 20 tilts on thev fulcruin piece 23, and 
the finger 21 on the latch is received in the 

as depicted in Figure 2. The notch 31 in 
the key 30 permits the keyï to clear the ward 
18 on the keeper 12, when the key is rotated 
with the barrel 24. 
Suppose that the parts are in the position 

shown in Figure 2. Then the key 30 may 
be slid into the slot 25 of the barrel 24, and 
the beveled end 33 of the key, cooperating 
with the keeper 12, within the opening 17, 
raises the keeper.` When the keeper‘12 is 
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raised, the projections 16 are'detached from 
the seats 6 in the bolt 4,V and the latch 20 
tilts on the fulcrum piece 23, so that the 
finger 2l of the latchfis disengaged from 
the seat 11 in the bolt 4. `When the barrel 
24 is rotated by the key 30, the eccentric 27 ~ 
on the barrel, cooperating with the link 7, 
retracts the bolt, the second eccentric 28 
coming around again> into its uppermost 
position. With-in the opening ̀ 17 of the keeper 
l2 to support the keeper in the position 
shown in Figures l and 4. f .Y 
’ The lock is devoid of springs, and-in order 
to operate, it must be placed in the position 
shown. inFigures l, 2 and 4, the part to 
Which the reference character T is applied, 
in. Figure l, being considered the. top of the 
lock, and the terms “upper”, “lower” and the 
like, having been selected accordingly, in the 
foregoing description. ' - ' 

I claim :- . ' Y 

l. A lock comprising a~ casing, a bolt 
mounted forv right-line sliding movement in 
the casing', a gravity-operated keeper ̀ mount 
ed in the casing' for substantially vertical 
right-line sliding movement in a direction 
about: at right angles to the direction in 
which the bolt slides, a latch pivotcd to the 
keeper~ and fu'lcrumed on the casing, the 
latch having means for engaging the bolt 
When the bolt is advanced, and when the 
latch is tilted by the downward movement 
of the keeper, a key barrel jîournaled in the 
casing and' having an eccentric cooperating 
With' the keeper to hold the keeper raised, 
when the bolt is retracted','the keepercom 
prising a part which cooperates with a key, 
when the key is inserted into the barrel, and 
when the bolt is advanced, to raise the 
keeper; and mechanism for retracting the 
bolt when the barrel is rotated. 

2. A lockV comprising a casing, a bolt 
mounted for right-line sliding movement in 
the casing and having a seat in its upper 
edge, a gravity-operated keeper mounted in 
the casing for substantially vertical right 
line sliding movement inia direction about 
at right' angles to the direction in which the 
bolt slides, a. projection on the keeper, receiv 
able in the seat' to hold the bolt advanced, a 
key barrel journaled in the casing and hav 
ing aneccentric cooperating with the keeper 
to hold the keeper' raised, andto keepk the 
projection disengaged ‘from t-he'seat,` when 
the bolt is retracted,’the keeper comprising 
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va part which cooperates with afkey, when 
the key is inserted into the barrel, and when 
the bolt is advanced, toraise the keeper and 
todisengage the projection from the seat; 
and mechanism for advancing and retract 
ing the bolt when the barrel is rotated. 

8. A lock comprising a casing, a bolt 
mounted for right-line sliding movement in 
the casing and having a seat in its up 
peredge, a keeper~ mounted in the casing 
for substantially vertical rightelinelsliding 
movement in a direction about at' right 
angles to the direction iny which vthe bolt 
slides, a projection on the keeper, receivable 
in the seat, to hold the boltiadvanced', alatch 
pivoted to the keeper and tulcrumed on the 
casing, the> latch having means kfor engaging 
the bolt When the bolt is advanced and When 
the latch is` tilted by theV downward move 
ment of- the keeper, aI key barrel. journaled 
in the casing and having an eccentric: co 
operating with the keeper to hold the keeper 
raised, with the latch disengaged from the 
bolt, and with the projection disengaged 
from the seat,Í when the bolt is, retracted, the 
keeper comprising a part which cooperates 
with a key, when the key is> inserted into the 
barrel, and When» the bolt is advanced', to 
raise the keeper, to disengage theV projectionV 
from the seat, and to disengage the latch 
from the bolt; and mechanism for advanc~ 
Ving and retracting the bolt when the barrel is 
rotated. »_ , 

4. A device of thee class describech, con 
structed asset forth in claim l, and further 
characterized by the fact that said. mech 
anism embodies another eccentric> on' the 
barrel, a link engaged With said eccentric, 
and means for pivoting the link to' the bolt. 

5.. A device of the class' described, con 
structed as set forth in claim 2, and further 
characterized. by the fact that said'. mech 
anism embodies another eccentric on the bar 
rel,l a link engaged Withsaid eccentric', and 
Vmeans for pivoting the link to the bolt.A 

6. A device of the class described, con~ 
structed as setv forth in claim 3, and-‘further 
characterized by the fact: thatv said mech 
anism embodies another eccentric oir-the bar‘ 
rel, a link engaged with sai'dl eccentric, and 
means for pivoting.y the link'> to the bolt. 
In testimony thatI claim. the foregoing as 

my own, I have hereto> affixed my: signature. 

_JOHN CALABRESE, 
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